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Abstract
We investigate the feasibility of generating highly accurate digital elevation models (DEM) from TanDEM-X
interferograms by using nonlocal filters for phase denoising. Some of the shortcomings of existing nonlocal filters that render them not applicable to our goal
are briefly described and a new filter is proposed that
alleviates these problems. The most significant new
properties are addressing the slope dependent denoising performance of existing nonlocal InSAR filters and
several measures to bolster denoising near edge-like features. We evaluate the proposed filter using synthetic
interferograms and by visual inspection of a DEM generated from a TanDEM-X interferogram.
Index terms— DEM, InSAR denoising, nonlocal
filtering
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pixel spacing

relative vertical accuracy

TanDEM-X
DEM

12 m

2 m (slope ≤ 20%)
4 m (slope ≥ 20%)

TanDEM-X
HDEM

6m

0.8 m

Table 1: TanDEM-X DEM and HDEM resolution and
accuracy requirements

resolution can be preserved.
We propose an alternative approach to obtain DEMs
of higher quality. The mandatory phase denoising is
performed by a nonlocal filter, instead of the currently
employed, operationally efficient Boxcar filter. Nonlocal filters have proven their worth in the optical domain
for denoising images and exhibit unprecedented noise
suppression and detail preservation.
The goal is again to generate a digital elevation
model which is comparable in quality to the HDEM
as specified in Table 1 without any additional acquisitions. Our previous research [4] suggests that this is
indeed feasible and led to improvements concerning the
staircasing effect [5] and computational efficiency.
We would like to draw a clear distinction between
the official HDEM and the DEM generated by nonlocal filtering, henceforth referred to as NLDEM, The
NLDEM can not, by its very nature, provide an update to existing DEMs nor is it as sensitive to small
perturbations due to the HDEM’s much smaller height
of ambiguity. The advantages are that no new acquisitions are necessary at the cost of vastly increased, but
still manageable, computational complexity.
In this manuscript we propose a new nonlocal filter that addresses some of the shortcomings of existing

Introduction

Although the TanDEM-X mission already supplies a
highly accurate digital elevation model (DEM) according to the specification outlined in Table 1, there is
still interest for even more accurate DEMs of higher
resolution. To satisfy this demand German Aerospace
Center (DLR) is developing processing algorithms for
a new product, the so-called HDEMs, short for highresolution DEM [1].
HDEMs rely on multiple additional acquisitions with
larger baselines, providing a two-fold benefit: more acquisitions lower the noise level by averaging and additionally the larger baselines result in smaller height
errors from phase noise. Thus an averaging phase filter
with a smaller spatial extent compared to the default
processing toolchain [2], [3] suffices to fulfill the vertical
accuracy requirements and more of the original spatial
1

ones and evaluate it using synthetic benchmarks and a
real data set.
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statistics of SAR speckle and the interferometric phase.
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The underlying principle of all nonlocal filters is their
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dundancies in natural images. For each pixel similar
pixels are sought in its vicinity, the so-called search
Equivalent
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window, which is typically of size 21 × 21 to 31 × 31
number of looks
pixels. There is no penalty for pixels that are farther
phase
away, which starkly contrasts nonlocal filters to bilatcorrection
eral filters or Gaussian smoothing. Similar pixels are
detected by not only comparing each other but also
ﬁnal ﬁltered
interferometric
their surrounding area, called patches. By doing so,
phase
nonlocal filters give far more greater weight to textures
and structures, which helps to preserve details. Pixels
Figure 1: Flow graph of the proposed filter.
in the search window are assigned a weight depending
on their similarity to the center pixels, and its estimate
is computed via a weighted mean
in the first step a so-called guidance image is generated by denoising the input image. In the second step
X
the guidance image is used to compute the patch simiûx =
wx,y uy ,
(1) larities, which are now more reliably estimated due to
y∈∂x
the reduced noise level. In our design the first stage of
where x and y denote pixel coordinates, u the input the proposed filter consists simply of the noniterative
image and û its filtered estimate, ∂x the search window NL-InSAR filter.
For optimal denoising performance the parameters
at x and w the weights.
of a nonlocal filter - search window and patch dimensions, as well as the filtering strength - should be set
adaptively [10]. We set the patch size depending on
3 Proposed Filter
the phase heterogeneity index derived in [11]. HomoIn our previous research [4] we observed that exist- geneous areas are processed with a comparatively large
ing nonlocal filters indeed provide significant quality patch size - up to 9×9, whereas for heterogeneous areas
improvements over existing TanDEM-X DEMs. Yet such as industrial or urban sites, the patch dimensions
both evaluated filters NL-InSAR [7] and NL-SAR[8] shrink down to 3 × 3. This way a more robust patch
suffer from undesired properties: NL-InSAR produces similarity can be computed in homogeneous areas, due
terrace-like artifacts for hilly terrain and NL-SAR to the larger patch size, while at the same time the rare
tends to oversmooth small details, were phase changes patch effect is alleviated in heterogeneous areas.
In regions with high fringe frequencies, the deterare not accompanied by intensity changes. The goal
of our proposed nonlocal InSAR filter is to produce a ministic topographic phase component causes the simDEM comparable in quality to the HDEM, but with- ilarity of patches to drop quickly when moving away
out the aforementioned properties. A flow graph of the from the center patch. To counter this effect our profilter is depicted in Fig. 1. The following paragraphs posed filter estimates the local fringe frequency inside
will explain the reasoning for various design decisions. the search window and later accounts for it when computing the similarities and the weighted means.
For the classic nonlocal filter a halo with high noise
If a patch exhibits an unusual amount of noise not
many similar patches are found in its vicinity. The re- level manifests along edges due to the rare patch effect.
sult being that such a patch is not denoised properly. To improve the denoising performance near edges our
A common solution is a two-stage approach [9], where filter replaces the weighted mean Eq. (1) by a patch
2

wx,y uy ,

(2)

here u and û represent patches centered at the respective positions and not just pixels. The final estimate
is then obtained by aggregating overlapping patch estimates weighted by the equivalent number of looks of
each, i.e. for denoising a pixel all patch estimates û
that contain the pixel are used and not only the one
where the pixel is at the center. Especially near edges
this procedure gives a more reliable estimate as a pixel
near the edge also belongs to patches that do not include the edge, resulting in more similar pixels to be
found.
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Figure 2: Estimated phase of a step function. The
shaded blue area delineates ± three times the estimate’s standard deviation.
a single TanDEM-X interferogram using the different
nonlocal filters. For comparison the result of a 5 × 5
boxcar filter and 6 m sampling, the configuration of the
default TanDEM-X RawDEM, is also included. Evident is that more details are visible for the nonlocal
filters and some of the terrace-like artifacts for NLInSAR. The shading does not do the NL-SAR result
justice as it exaggerates small perturbations, which are
not as severe as depicted. Yet we can clearly see that
the fringe compensation of our proposed filter dramatically increases the performance in the mountainous
region. Also obvious in the industrial area is that NLSAR and the proposed filter, which both employ a variable patch size, produce a less noisy DEM compared
to NL-InSAR’s result, which significantly suffers from
the rare patch effect around buildings.

Experiments

For our analysis we compare our proposed filter with
NL-InSAR[7] and NL-SAR[8]. NL-SAR automatically
picks the best parameters from a predefined set. For
our analysis we chose the same set as in the original paper. NL-InSAR uses a search window of size 21 × 21,
patches of size 7 × 7 and 5 iterations. The first stage of
the proposed filter is identical to the noniterative version of NL-InSAR and also employs a search window of
size 21 × 21 and a patch size of 7 × 7. The second stage
selects the patch size {p × p | p ∈ {3, 5, 7, 9}} depending on the heterogeneity and relies as well on a search
window of size 21 × 21.
The two defining quality measures for denoising filters are detail preservation and noise reduction. Fig. 2
depicts the result of a Monte Carlo simulation of generated noisy interferograms for a step in phase and constant intensity and coherence. Both NL-InSAR and
the proposed filter are able to preserve the sharp edge,
whereas NL-SAR oversmoothes the result. NL-SAR integrates oversmoothing prevention, yet as it is intensity
based it fails for this particular test scenario. We also
see an increase of the standard deviation at the transition due to the rare patch effect, which is mitigated
by the proposed solution.
To illustrate the staircasing effect synthetic terrain
was generated using the diamond-square algorithm and
a noisy interferogram was created. Fig. 3 shows in
the top row the true phase and its noisy realization.
The other rows show the phase estimates of the various
nonlocal filters and their difference to the true phase.
Clearly visible are plateau-like structures in the difference image for NL-InSAR, which would manifest as
staircaes in the final DEM. Both NL-SAR and our proposed solution do not suffer from these artifacts. However NL-SAR produces a slightly more noisy estimate,
especially in areas with denser fringes.
As a final example Fig. 4 shows shaded reliefs of digital elevation models with 3 m spacing generated from
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Conclusion and Outlook

We presented a nonlocal InSAR filter that addresses
several open issues such as the staircasing effect or the
slope dependent denoising performance. The intended
goal of this filter is to produce a digital elevation model
close to the HRTI-4 standard from TanDEM-X interferograms. We intent to perform a more thorough verification using LiDAR digital elevation models as well
as DLR’s HDEM.
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Figure 3: Phase estimates and differences for a synthetically generated interferogram. The phase estimate of
NL-InSAR shows a distinct staircase-like pattern.
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Figure 4: Digital elevation models generated from a single TanDEM-X interferogram using a 5 × 5 boxcar
filter, the default ITP denoising filter and 6 m sampling and the previously described nonlocal filters with 3 m
sampling.
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